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BuzzGraphic

Top Quality
Online Solutions, Inc.

Contact Us!

Mokena Office
10062 W. 190th Place
Suite 204
Mokena, IL 60448
topqualityonlinesolutions.com
Ph: 708-995-1444
info@topqualityonlinesolutions.com

We are a full-service web
design and internet marketing
firm.
Ask us about:
Website Design, Graphic
Design, SEO, Local SEO, PPC,
Email Marketing, Social Media,
Lead and Sales Tracking,
Writing Services and Hosting.

“Quality	
  goes	
  in	
  
before	
  the	
  site	
  
goes	
  on.”	
  

Harness the Power
An Infographic is a visual representation of complex information that
relies mainly on graphics to tell the story.
A BuzzGraphic uses intensive research to gather facts about the latest,
most important, most searched for news story in your industry and
places your company in the thick of it all.

The Power of the BuzzGraphic
✭ Incorporates Newsjacking, the practice of using a hot industry
news item, to draw attention to your company’s online presence.
✭ Connects your company to the news that people are searching
for online.
✭ Visibility on social media guaranteed with paid advertising
campaign (included in BuzzGraphic Package).
✭ High potential for sharing via social media and on industry
related websites.
✭ Placement of BuzzGraphic on your website commands attention
from visitors to your site.
✭ Our Top Quality Product – the Ultimate in REAL SEO.

BuzzGraphic

Feature

Description

Custom Research

We conduct intensive research to identify
the latest and hottest news in your industry.

The A-Team

Our premium writer selects 6-10 facts from the research and writes the
content. Our talented graphic designer puts it all together into a
custom BuzzGraphic and the promotion begins!

Paid Advertising Included!

$100 advertising campaign included in BuzzGraphic Package.
Ads are placed on platforms such as Twitter, Reddit and StumbleUpon.
(Typical length of campaign is 1-2 weeks.)

Social Media Promotion

In addition to paid advertising, we promote your BuzzGraphic
on your Social Media Pages.

Onsite Buzz

We place the BuzzGraphic on your website and include
easy to pick up embed codes to encourage sharing.

Tracking

We provide a complete report of results,
including the number of impressions and clicks to your website.
.

The Price Is Right

A custom BuzzGraphic starts at $399.

